DESTINATION LAOS
A briefing for travel agents & the tourism trade

DISCOVER

THE QUIET HEART
OF S.E. ASIA

Curious and enchanting, Laos is a destination unlike any
other; a land of untouched wonder and rare beauty,
where time loses meaning and simplicity prevails.
Rich in history, traditions, diverse landscapes and
cultures, Laos captivates the inner explorer, urging them
to journey further and deeper into the ‘unknown’.
From the rolling mountains of the north to the river
islands of the south, our country embraces the visitor in
a uniquely laidback lifestyle and the heartfelt generosity
of our people.
Regardless of travel pace and purpose, the Laos
experience never fails to satisfy one’s curiosity – and
delivers so much more.

Mr Sounh Manivong
Director General

Tourism Marketing Department
Ministry of Information, Culture & Tourism
Lao PDR
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LAOS

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
Our vision is to be a country known for its immersive, diverse experiences while never
losing its peaceful, laidback personality.

Where did Bangkok’s famous Jade Buddha come from?
Laos.
Where did the king of Angkor go on pilgrimage?
Laos.
Surprised? Isn’t it refreshing to find a place that’s quiet about its value?
In the midst of a crowded and buzzing SE Asia, there is a gently charming
destination in which to discover beauty. And inner peace.

DISCOVER...
A land where new animals are being found and archeological discoveries made
every year. Where awe-inspiring caves are still being opened up. New restaurants
and hotels are popping up. Fresh tourism products being added...

Untouched
BEAUTY

Rewarding
JOURNEYS

An awe-inspiring land-linked island filled
with wonder, waiting to be explored.

An enriching journey that is limited only by
one’s appetite for exploring the unknown.

Uniquely
LAIDBACK

Genuine
KINSHIP

Laos’s serenity and tranquility is more than
a ‘vibe’ or a ‘feel’ – it’s a hallmark of the
travel experience.

Collective spirit defined by harmony,
kindness and sincerity – all visitors are
welcome to join us in this.
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1. ABOUT LAOS
THE QUIET HEART OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA

Laos’s unique potential within a regional itinerary is understood by the
wisest and most experienced tour planners. Additionally, Laos offers a
unique set of assets that can make it a key standalone destination for the
curious traveller or those in search of rejuvenation.
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“ Laos, a land ruled by the Mekong, one of the world’s mightiest rivers.

The Mekong is fed by tributaries in deep and pathless canyons... And so Laos today
can still boast a wealth of natural wonders: uncharted rivers, unclimbed mountains,
untouched forests inhabited by mysterious creatures. Laos is a last hideout for
some of Asia’s big wild animals. Home to dozens of indigenous tribes and cultures,
and keeper of a Buddhist tradition long lost elsewhere.
So in the very heart of crowded and buzzing Indochina, there is a wonderland still
on the brink of its first discovery.

”– Secrets of Nature

www.tourismlaos.org
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What the experts say

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT

“ Many believe the best thing about Laos is the constant call of sabaidee of its people.
This is a land that endures the terrible legacy of being the most bombed country
per capita in the world, yet its people transform bomb casings into flower pots and
bomb craters into fish ponds. Regardless of their history and their poverty, people
here radiate a sunny, happy disposition.
Life is simple in Laos but the people radiate an infectious joie de vivre that ensures
that good food and great company are the pinnacle of enjoyment. If you’re seeking a
relaxed pace of life and a warm welcome, you’ve come to the right place.
– Footprint Travel Guides

”
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Unique
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What Laos offers the curious explorer

Laos is not a mass-market packagetour destination. Nor is it the
cheapest destination in SE Asia. It is
a destination for curious explorers,
many of whom have already been on
SE Asia tours and are returning for a
more engaged, authentic experience.
This is a developing country with
many infrastructural shortages, but
tourists rave about the friendly
people and restful atmosphere, free
from harassment and stress.

SENSE OF
TIME
We focus on living
in the moment,
rather than the rushrush-rush of hectic
schedules.

STORIED
HISTORY
Spanning thousands
of years, with archaological finds, recent
war ruins, and living
heritage to show for it.

COMMUNITY
SPIRIT
For us, everything
revolves around
the sense of
togetherness.

FASCINATING
NATURE
From limestone karsts
and misty mountains,
to the great Mekong,
underground caves and
jade-green waters...

CULTURAL
DIVERSITY
>200 distinct ethnic
groups in 4 linguistic
groups with very
different lifestyles.
9
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Key attractions

PLACES TO SEE, THINGS TO DO

LUANG PRABANG & THE NE
Airport: LPQ

Perhaps the best known destination in Laos, this former
royal capital is a UNESCO World Heritage site for its
east-meets-west character which merges scenes of
traditional Buddhism and ethnic minority ways of life with
French colonial architecture.

THE NW: LUANG
NAMTHA & BOKEO
Airports: LXG & HOE

The
original
eco-tourism
destination in Laos, Luang Namtha
town is the base for jungle treks
in the nearby Nam Ha protected
area and for cycling to the
surrounding hilltribe villages. Huay
Xay is little more than a village
but is the gateway to the Gibbon
Experience and the start/end of
river cruises from the Thai border
to Luang Prabang.

Luang Prabang is also a launch point for nature-based
tourism in the surrounding limestone-karst landscapes
and forested surrounding provinces.
LUANG NAMTHA
HUAY XAY
LUANG PRABANG
XIENG KHOUANG
VANG VIENG

VANG VIENG

Previously best known for its kayaking, tubing
and partying by the younger crowd, this
small town half a day’s drive from Vientiane
is growing up as an adventure and outdoors
destination par excellence. The plethora of
budget accommodation is supplemented
by outstanding boutique hotels in which to
relax with river and limestone karst views.

VIENTIANE
THAKEK

VIENTIANE CAPITAL
Airport: VTE

Possibly the quietest capital in the world
(cars don’t even honk their horns!),Vientiane
is a surprising Mekong-side gem best for
unforgettable sunsets, quality food and drink
and leisurely massages.

CHAMPASAK & SI PHAN DON
Airport: PKX

Site of an Angkor-era civilisation and more
recent kingdoms, this is the province of Wat
Phu, a ruined Khmer Hindu temple complex,
as well as the Bolavan Plateau and its multiple
must-see waterfalls, and the Siphandon
or 4,000 Islands that form Laos’s southern
Mekong border with Cambodia.
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PAKSE & CHAMPASAK

SI PHAN DON/4,000 ISLANDS

PLAIN OF JARS & XIENG KHOUANG
Airport: XKH

Best known for the myriad mysterious giant stone jars of ancient
origin scattered liberally over hundreds of hilly square kilometres, this
province was heavily bombed during the Vietnam-era ‘Secret War’
and is poignantly pockmarked with the scars of UXO (unexploded
ordinance).

THE LOOP

TRIPADVISOR TOP 10
THINGS TO DO
1. Try your hand at rice farming at The
Living Land Company, Luang Prabang
Province

Konglor, a 7km underground river cave system with beautiful stalactites,
is the highlight of The Loop, a 450km circular route of >30 natural and
cultural attractions.

2. Care for elephants at the Elephant
Conservation Center, Sayaboury
Province

Thakek, capital of Khammouane Province, is easily accessed from
Thailand’s Nakon Phanom via Friendship Bridge #3.

3. Get photographed at the Nong
Khiaw viewpoint, Luang Prabang
Province
4. Learn about the Secret War at the
COPE Visitor Centre, Vientiane

NOTE: SEE CHAPTER 6 CONNECTIONS FOR FLIGHT AND
LAND TRANSPORT DETAILS.

5. Visit the Pha Tad Ke Botanical
Garden, Luang Prabang Province
6. Swim at the Kuang Si Falls, Luang
Prabang Province
7. Learn about the problem of
unexploded ordinance at the UXO
Lao Visitors Centre, Luang Prabang
8. Sleep in a the world’s highest
treehouses on the Gibbon Experience,
Bokeo Province
9. Walk with butterflies at the Kuang
Si Butterfly Park, Luang Prabang
Province
10. Loiter in the Old Quarter of Luang
Prabang
11
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FAQ

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW...

Q: WHAT MAKES LAOS
DIFFERENT TO ITS
NEIGHBOURS?

A: Laos is not just
Thailand’s country
cousin or Vietnam’s little
sibling. It offers a unique
mix of assets prized by
travellers.
Chief among them: unlike those
noisy frenetic neighbours with their
fast-paced lifestyles and cram-itall-in itineraries, Laos is a peaceful
and laidback country that offers
tourists a restful place for authentic
experiences, rather than a long list of
sights to tick off.

Looking
spaces?

for

wide

open

The population density
map says it all: Laos has 30
people per sq. kilometre in
comparison to Thailand’s
135 and Vietnam’s 308.
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Q: TOUR GUIDE QUALITY?

Q: HOTEL RATINGS?

A: National certification is compulsory
for all Lao guides.

A: National accreditation is provided
through the Ministry of Tourism.

Qualification requires three months of intensive full-time
training in natural and cultural history. Despite not being
of the same calibre as you might find in the Middle East or
elsewhere, Lao guides have a reputation for friendliness,
helpfulness and resourcefulness. There can be a shortage
of Lao guides in season, so do book early.

Q: HR AND CULTURE?

Q: EMERGENCY SERVICES?
A: Top quality medical services are
available in the largest cities.
Tourists should ensure that they have health insurance that
covers medical evacuation to Thailand in the eventuality
of a severe accident.

Q: VALUE FOR MONEY?
A: Many goods and services are indeed
cheaper elsewhere.
Laos is a landlocked, underdeveloped country which
imports the bulk of its products, with distribution
exacerbated by weak road infrastructure, and
maintenance of high service levels a struggle. However,
the intangible value of fresher air, wide open spaces and
friendly people lead to higher customer satisfaction. In
Laos, you might well pay more, yet you will reap greater
customer satisfaction reviews.

There is, however, a backlog in certifications. Local agents
will usually make their own call on the matter. There is
not, however, a tendency to overinflate ratings, as can
sometimes happen in some neighbouring countries.

A: Zero harassment
Laos’s live-and-let-live culture means that tourists are not
harassed by vendors and beggars. They can breathe easy
in the market place, knowing that they are likely to get a
fair deal. And when they choose not to buy, vendors will
leave them be. Isn’t that refreshing?

Q: CUSTOMER FEEDBACK?
A: Tourists comment on the authentic
and friendly people.
Time and again, feedback to DMCs from their clients is
about the infrastructure (it’s improving at a significant
pace, but internet can be slow, and road transport even
slower). But here’s the surprise: invariably those clients’
overwhelming conclusion was that they loved Laos.
That somehow those imperfections were part of the
authenticity they loved.

2. LAOS FOR
LEISURE
LAOS IS FOR THE CURIOUS EXPLORER

These travellers seek out distinct experiences that add depth and colour to their
travel tales. It’s all about what they smell, what they taste, what they touch and how
they feel.
Yes, like most travellers, the Curious Explorer wants to see the iconic sights and
take in stunning landscapes. But, unlike the average tourist, this is not what they
truly seek – sights and scenes don’t make a lasting impression.
14

These travellers want to feel a connection to the places they visit; whether a
fleeting interaction or a deeply moving encounter that changes how he or she
views the world.
In these moments, they discover something deeply personal and memorable…
They long to stir those feelings once more
Wanderlust inspires them to travel and explore the world.

The audiences that love Laos

PRIMARY

TRAVELLER TYPOLOGIES: SEEKING...

#recharge

#active

Chance to unwind and escape in a
peaceful destination.

Seeking to enjoy outdoor leisure and
interesting recreational activities.

Laos does not have sea and beaches. But Laos does
have much of what many people go to the seaside for:
tranquility and an excuse to lie back and do little. Laos
offers plenty of that.

This market does include people very enthusiastic about
specific sports (e.g. cycling, running, hiking, rock climbing,
kayaking) but the bulk of this category are people who
want to relax and get away from their work stresses and
indoor lifestyles by being slightly active in the sunshine
and fresh air.

Examples?
Taking in the view in a magnificent natural setting from
easy-to-access viewpoints at key locations on tourist
routes in Vang Vieng (below), the Limestone Forest
Viewpoint on The Loop or the myriad waterfalls of the
Bolaven Plateau. Hanging in a hammock on the banks
of the Mekong – or resting on a riverboat. Relishing
cappuccinos and pastries at a Vientiane cafe, watching the
world go by. Plus, with massage services offered in every
neighbourhood, the entire country is like an open-air spa.

Examples?
Rather than exercise indoors in a gym as they might do
in their home country, this type of traveler would enjoy
aerobics on the Mekong Riverfront at sunset. And though
Vang Vieng’s tubing in the past developed a bad reputation,
for the bulk of participants it is the outdoor leisure and
slight activity of drifting lazily that is the drawcard.
And it is not necessarily all outdoors. Recreational
activities include cooking, handicraft-making, photography,
meditation, etc.

#explore
Wanting to see and explore all a destination
has to offer.

These travellers will get out and about and go and
see things – but this is not about ‘off the beaten track’
exploration. These are the people who will rent a
motorcycle or take a tuktuk so that they can see as much
as possible.
These are naturally curious people who love variety: a
mix of culture and landscape and activity.
Examples?
How about a tuktuk safari that starts at the home of a
family making kao larm (sticky rice and coconut roasted
in bamboo), goes on to a fresh food market, sneaks a
peek into a local silversmith, visits the COPE centre to
learn about the legacies of war, and ends with making
traditional wax flower offerings at a temple?

#novelty
Desire to find something new – whether a tangible
place to visit or intangible life experiences.

That traveler from London,Tokyo or New York who loves
being the first guy to see the new movie or discover the
new music style will want to visit Laos to see the new
finds before the rest of the world discovers it.
The novelty – the new discovery – is both literal and
figurative: it is tangible (underground rivers that you
paddle through in the dark, immense cathedral-like
caves filled with beautiful forms...) and intangible (you
can’t touch it, but you feel the reverence, the awe or the
spirituality inside you.)
Examples?
From archeological finds at Sepon and Plain of Jars, to
new large animals in the Annamites and new enormous
caves, such as Xe Bang Fai.

SECONDARY

#affordable
#escape

#indulgence

Seeking a nearby destination for an enjoyable
escape within a budget.

Seeking time away in luxurious surrounds
primarily to pamper themselves and relax.

While Laos is sometimes perceived as weaker value
for money by tour operators in comparison to regional
competitors, it still offers outstanding value in comparison
to international competitors.

Laos is a boutique destination in so many ways. This is
not a country of cut-and-paste luxury. Instead, its charms
can be found in the artisanal products on every street,
the high quality food in abundance and even the many
mid-range hotels offering personalised experiences that
bigger destinations simply cannot.

Additionally, it offers a sense of escape and quiet that the
region’s mass tourism destinations do not. No standing
in line at tourist attractions or having to book weeks in
advance to get tickets. Can you put a price on that?
Examples?
How about free meditation sessions (in English) at
Vientiane’s Wat Sok Pa Luang, followed by a $5 massage
and $1.50 sauna?
Or enjoying the wide varray of tasty food from the
nightmarket of Luang Prabang and enjoying a cold
Beerlao riverside?
That Luang might be Laos’s premier religious site, yet
frequently tourists will find they’re the only visitors there,

Examples?
Recently a range of stylish luxury hotels have been
popping up – such as the Crowne Plaza in Vientiane,
Sofitel and other impeccable quality brands in Luang
Prabang, and the likes of the Nam Kat Yorla Pa ecoresort
in the north of the country.
And then there are the alternative notions of luxury:
for city-bound executives, a night in a treehouse above
pristine forest might the ultimate pampering, with the
nightsounds of the forest the only thing to keep them
awake at night.

Iconic Leisure Routes
FIT AND GROUP FAVOURITES

“

As we took in the breathtaking
view—the two rivers, the temples,
the buildings and streets and
mountains in all directions—I felt
the trip sink into my bones. I got
the feeling I hope to have when
I set out on any adventure, one
that can only be described as
“here I am”—that is, truly present
in the moment in a place that’s
profoundly foreign to me.

”

– Cheryl Strayed
in Conde Nast Traveler

CLASSIC LUANG PRABANG (3 NIGHTS)
DAY 1: LUANG PRABANG – ARRIVAL
Luang Prabang Airport – Luang Prabang (4 km): 15 min
Arrive Luang Prabang.
Afternoon: guided city tour.
DAY 2: PAK OU CAVES, PHA TAD KE BOTANICAL
GARDEN & LUANG PRABANG
Visit to iconic Wat Xieng Thong temple.
Boat cruise up the Mekong River to Pak Ou Caves, famous
for the thousands of gold-lacquered Buddha statues, and
Ban Xang Hay rice-wine-making village.
Lunch at Pha Tad Ke Botanical Garden, followed by orchid
talk and/or bamboo handicraft workshop. Return to
Luang Prabang by boat.
Evening: visit the night market for local food and
handmade artisanal products.
Overnight in Luang Prabang

DAY 3: LUANG PRABANG – KUANG SI – LUANG
PRABANG
Luang Prabang – Kuang Si (32 km): 1 hour
Dawn: watch the the long lines of orange-robed monks
walk barefoot down the streets collecting alms offerings
in their daily humble spiritual ritual.
After breakfast visit three local temples and continue into
the countryside to the multi-layered Kuang Si Waterfall.
Swim in the pastel jade waters of the pools at the base
or hike to the top for beautiful views.
Walk through the bear sanctuary run by Free The Bears
and/or the Kuang Si Butterfly Park.
Return to Luang Prabang in time to climb the 328 stairs
to the summit of Mt. Phousi for an amazing panoramic
sunset.
Overnight in Luang Prabang
DAY 4: LUANG PRABANG – DEPARTURE
Luang Prabang– Luang Prabang Airport (4 km): 15 min
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VIENTIANE–VANG VIENG SHORT BREAK (3 NIGHTS)
DAY 1: VIENTIANE
Wattay Internationl Airport (6 km): 20 min
Arrive Vientiane. Explore the city at leisure.
DAY 2: VIENTIANE
Set off on a driving tour of the city’s major sights. Visit the
nearly 200-year-old Wat Si Saket temple and its array of
miniature Buddha statues, and the former royal temple
of Wat Ho Phra Keo, which housed the famed Emerald
Buddha until the Siamese ransacked the city and carried
it off to now-Bangkok.
Head to the That Luang Stupa, the country’s national icon
via Patuxay, an imposing war monument that’s known as
Vientiane’s own Arc de Triomphe.
Sunset and dinner on the banks of the Mekong River.
DAY 3 : VIENTIANE – VANG VIENG
Drive 3.5-hour north to Vang Vieng, stopping en route to
visit the Hmong Village of KM 52 and the archaeological
site of Vang Xang, site of a Buddha statue from the 11th
century.
20

Lunch at a local restaurnt in the fishing village of Ban
Houy Mo.
Arrive in Vang Vieng.
Sunset boat cruise on the Nam Xong River.
Overnight in Vang Vieng.
DAY 4 : VANG VIENG – VIENTIANE
Visit the Tham Chang Cave and swim in the blue waters
of the nearby pool.
Drive to Ban Pha Thao village to learn more about the
rich cultural heritage of the Hmong people.
Continue back to Vientiane, stopping along the way to
explore Ban Keuan village, famous for its traditional salt
production.
Lunch at a local restaurant.
Arrive Vientiane in time for that Mekong sunset.

LAOS HIGHLIGHTS (7 NIGHTS)
DAY 1–3: CLASSIC LUANG PRABANG

Sunset and dinner on the banks of the Mekong River.

DAY 4: LUANG PRABANG – VIENTIANE

DAY 6: VIENTIANE – PAKSE – CHAMPASAK

Early morning flight to the capital. (30 min)

Morning flight to Pakse (30 min).

Drive across the city to the Friendship Bridge, which
links Laos to Thailand over the Mekong River. (30 min).
Continue to Buddha Park, also known as Xieng Khuang,
with its >200 eccentric Buddhist and Hindu statues built
by a Lao shaman in 1958.

Lunch at local restaurant.

Return to the city centre via the Lao Disabled Women’s
Development Center to view their work and handicrafts.

Sunset drinks on the Mekong.

Lunch at a Vientiane restaurant.
Afternoon visit to the COPE Visitor Centre to learn
about the legacy of the ‘Secret War’.
Evening: Night Market souvenir shopping.
DAY 5: VIENTIANE
Driving tour of the city’s major sights. Visit the nearly
200-year-old Wat Si Saket temple and its array of
miniature Buddha statues, and the former royal temple
of Wat Ho Phra Keo, which housed the famed Emerald
Buddha until the Siamese ransacked the city and carried
it off to now-Bangkok.
Head to the That Luang Stupa, the country’s national icon
via Patuxay, known as Vientiane’s own Arc de Triomphe.

Drive to Wat Phou, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, an
impressive, three-level, pre-Angkorian temple set among
rice fields and waterways, built by the rulers of the Khmer
Empire before the construction of Angkor Wat.
Overnight in Champasak.
DAY 7: CHAMPASAK – SI PHAN DON (“4,000
ISLANDS”)
Travel by car to Ban Nakasan (118km) and continue
by boat to the peaceful island of Done Khone. Explore
plantations and local villages by bicycle or tuk tuk.
Boat or kayak tour in search of the rare Irrawaddy
Dolphin, on to Lippi Falls and further exploration of this
area near the Cambodian border, including picnic lunch
on a small island.
Overnight in Champasak
DAY 8: CHAMPASAK – PAKSE DEPARTURE

www.tourismlaos.org
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA EXPLORER (18 NIGHTS)
DAY 1: BANGKOK ARRIVAL
DAY 2: BANGKOK – SIGHTSEEING
DAY 3: BANGKOK – SUKHOTHAI
DAY 4: SUKHOTHAI – LAMPANG - CHIANG
MAI

Boat trip to Pak Ou and Pha Tad Ke Botanical Garden.
Sunset from Mt Phousi.
DAY 9: LUANG PRABANG – HANOI
Flight from Luang Prabang direct to Hanoi.
DAY 10 - HANOI – HALONG BAY CRUISE

DAY 5: CHIANG MAI – SIGHTSEEING

DAY 11 - HALONG BAY CRUISE – HANOI

DAY 6: CHIANG MAI – LUANG PRABANG

DAY 12 - HANOI – HUE

Flight from Chiang Mai direct to Luang Prabang. Afternoon
and evening at leisure for temple and market visits.

DAY 13 - HUE – DANANG – HOI AN

DAY 7: LUANG PRABANG
City tour. Cooking class.
DAY 8: LUANG PRABANG – PAK OU CAVES –
LUANG PRABANG
Dawn: Monks’ alms collection.
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DAY 14 - HOI AN
DAY 15 - HOI AN – DANANG – HO CHI MINH
CITY
DAY 16 - HO CHI MINH CITY – SIEM REAP
DAY 17 - SIEM REAP
DAY 18 - SIEM REAP DEPARTURE

REGIONAL CITY ESCAPES
TEMPLES & CRUISE RECHARGE (5 NIGHTS)

BANGKOK LONG WEEKEND REFRESHER

FRIDAY AFTERNOON: FLY BANGKOK – PAKSE

THURSDAY AFTERNOON: FLY BANGKOK –
SIEM REAP

SATURDAY: MEKONG CRUISE
Long tail boat transfer (2.5hours) to Champasak. Board
cruise boat. Lunch on board.

FRIDAY: SIEM REAP – PAKSE
Dawn over Angkor Wat. Morning tour.

Afternoon: Explore Wat Phou temple complex.

Afternoon: Fly Siem Reap to Pakse.

Sunset and dinner on cruise boat.

Sunset boat cruise on the Mekong. Overnight in
Champasak.

SUNDAY: MEKONG CRUISE
Cruise to visit local island villages. Lunch and dinner on
board.
MONDAY: MEKONG CRUISE
Board small boat to visit Si Phan Don/4,000 Islands.
Afternoon: Visit the region’s largest waterfall. Transfer to
Pakse by bus.
TUESDAY: PAKSE – SIEM REAP

SATURDAY: CHAMPASAK
Morning: Guided tour and walk at Wat Phou.
Afternoon: massage & meditation.
Sundowners & dinner on the banks of the Mekong.
SUNDAY: DEPART PAKSE – BANGKOK
HO CHI MINH LONG WEEKEND REFRESHER

Morning flight to Siem Reap.

SATURDAY: HO CHI MINH – PAKSE –
CHAMPASAK

WEDNESDAY: SIEM REAP – BANGKOK

Sunset boat cruise on the Mekong.

Dawn over Angkor Wat.

Overnight in Champasak.

Evening: Flight Siem Reap – Bangkok

SUNDAY: CHAMPASAK
Guided tour and walk at Wat Phou.
Afternoon: massage & meditation
Sundowners & dinner on the banks of the Mekong.
MONDAY: SI PHAN DON/4,000 ISLANDS –
PAKSE
Kayak amongst the islands in search of the rare irawaddy
dolphin. View Visit the region’s largest waterfall. Transfer
to Pakse by bus.
TUESDAY: DEPART PAKSE TO HO CHI MINH

23
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Hotels

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL PLACES TO STAY

TYPE & STYLE

Laos offers the full range of accommodation, with
2002 hotels, guesthouses and resorts reviewed on
TripAdvisor, including 20 at 5-star level and >70 at 4-star
– not bad for a country of only 7 million people.
The style of Lao hotels tends to the boutique, offering
a significant range of smaller, more intimate options,
often infused with local character and charm. While even
the 197-roomed 5-star Crowne Plaza in Vientiane has
significant Lao cultural styling, the larger mid-range hotels
are more focussed on groups and MICE and are often
of a generic taste with Vietnamese or Chinese influence.

Note that definitions of accommodation category type
can be confusing. While the 5- and 4-star listings generally
follow international expectations for facilities and
services, there is much confusion in the lower categories
regarding what constitutes a lodge, a resort, a homestay
or even “glamping”. For the budget leisure traveller,
there is a wealth of clean and comfortable 2- and 3-starlevel accommodation that is family owned and run and
therefore bills itself as a “homestay”. Laos, in fact, excels in
this form of affordable, friendly accommodation.
Because of this lack of clarity in definitions, it is a good idea
to consult local DMCs with specialist knowledge when
selecting hotels and planning itineraries. (See Chapter 6
Connections)

DESTINATION RESORTS
NORTH CENTRAL

Nam Kat Yorla Pa

A luxurious and inspiring traditional
Northern Lao experience, the
resort is a destination in its own
right, situated in the foothills
of a rainforest, with luxurious
accommodation accompanying a
wide range of eco activities.
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NORTH WEST

The Gibbon
Experience

The world’s highest tree houses,
accessed via lengthy ziplines across
pristine forest valleys on overnight
to 3-day fully-inclusive tours
contributes to the sustainability of
Nam Kan National Protected Area.
Only for the brave.

CENTRAL

SpringRiver Resort

Set on a blue lagoon near Kong
Lor, the 7km underground river
cave on The Loop touring circuit,
SpringRiver’s quaint bam bungalows
are a place for rest amongs
limestone karst mountains.

SEASONALITY

The peak tourism season is during the cool, dry months
of November to February when daytime temperatures
are agreeably warm, evenings are slightly chilly and
the countryside is green and lush. However, at higher
elevations temperatures are significantly cooler, sometimes
dropping to freezing point. From March the temperatures
and humidity climb signficantly and the highlands of Luang
Prabang and the Bolaven Plateau bring some respite.
The rainy season from May to September affects the
condition of Laos’s road network, with some unpaved
roads to tourist sites becoming impassable. On the other
hand, rivers which may be too low to navigate during the
dry season become important transport routes after the
rains have caused water levels to rise.
SOUTH

The River Resort

A multiple-award-winning lodge
with significant eco-friendly
credentials, deluxe accommodations
set on the banks of the Mekong, and
ranked by Trip Advisor as top hotel
in Champasak Province.

NORTH CENTRAL

Muang La Lodge

Situated above a centuries old
thermal spring, Muang La offers
simple luxury in a remote, secluded
valley, with hot tubs and traditional
Lao sauna overlooking the river a
highlight.

NORTH WEST

Sanctuary PakBeng
Lodge

Facing the Mekong Elephant Park,
on the banks of the Mekong, a day’s
boat ride from either Luang Prabang
or Huay Xai, the main border
crossing between northern Thailand
and northern Laos. .
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Leisure is body, mind & spirit
FOOD, FESTIVALS & PAMPERING

Perhaps it’s our Buddhist
heritage... We know how
to live fully in the present.
To make every moment
count.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Laos’s F&B offering is strong. Sprinkle French colonial legacy
over ancient Asian cultures. Mix well. That’s the recipe for
Laos’s richly tasty fare.
As befits its place in the heart of SE Asia and its communal
culture, Laos has a strong tradition of tasty fresh food made
for sharing. Layer quality pastries and bread and coffee onto
that, and you have the best of East and West. Discover
surprising quality from the humblest street vendors to the
plethora of gourmet dining in the key cities.
But what is Lao food? You might be surprised to discover
you know it already. The Isaan culture from northern
Thailand, so valued across the world for its food, is a
legacy of the Lane Xang kingdom that became part of
modern Laos. Key ingredient above all else is sticky rice the glutinous, delicious basis to every Lao meal, eaten with
the hands by rolling into small balls and dipping into sauces
or used to scoop up herb-laced meats or fresh-grilled fish.
And accompaniments are always fermented fish sauce and
chillies.
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Vegan? Don’t worry: there’s a Lao phrase for that, derived
from the period of Buddhist Lent when many monks
choose to forgo animal products. With fresh produce
everywhere, and a culture of cooking to order, the biggest
concern for vegans is avoiding the dashes of fish sauce
splashed in for flavouring.
Halal? There are a number of Indian and Pakistani
restaurants in Vientiane, but outside of the city options are
limited. Kosher? A rabbi in Luang Prabang will bless new
cutlery and crockery and oversee the food production at
premier hotels for larger groups, but kosher food provision
for small groups and individuals is generally not available.
Laos’s coffee culture is thriving. Beans from the Bolavan
Plateau are valued around the globe. Now the world’s best
service styles and frothy decorations can be seen across
the country. Vientiane has long been valued as a place to
sip your cappuccino, nibble on pastry, and contemplate life.
Now the choice of coffee shops might be your biggest
stress.

FESTIVALS
Our mix of Theravada Buddhism and folk religion ensures we have a
special festival almost every month, usually corresponding to the full or
new moon. Always photogenic, with silks and flowers and candles and
smiles the norm… And then, like Christmas in the West, often spilling over
into modern festivities when we let our hair down with music and laughter
and food and drink. We are not elitist about this. All are welcome to join whether demurely in the temple or later in the day when the beer and the
boom boxes come out.

APRIL

Pii Mai (New Year)
Festival

Lao New Year, called Pi
Mai, celebrated 13-15 April, is all
about water. Lots of it.
It starts demurely with the washing
of Buddha images, collecting of
flowers and blessing of monks,
and ends as a multi-day, fun-filled
water-and-floral-shirt carnival.

SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER

Dragon Boat
Racing

The national sport and local pride,
dragon boat racing events take
place in almost every village,
building up towards the highlight
events in Luang Prabang, Vientiane,
Thakek and Pakse, marking the end
of Buddhist Lent.

NOVEMBER

That Luang
Festival

That Luang is the national symbol
and most important religious
monument of Laos. Vientiane’s
most important Theravada Buddhist
festival, “Boun That Luang”, is
held here for three days during the
November full moon November.
month (November).
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3. LAOS FOR
BUSINESS
& M.I.C.E.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX

The very fact that Laos is not the first place that comes to mind for
meetings, incentives, conferences and events is exactly what innovative
brands find so appealing.
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Companies and organizations that pride themselves in authenticity, originality
and going beyond the usual, love Laos. It is a destination for visionaries and for
pioneers. For those who want to go beyond expectations. A place to breathe
fresh air into meetings.
Recharge, renew vision, and return to the office reinvigorated.

A breath of fresh air

SPECIAL EVENTS, UNIQUE LOCATIONS

Big and bling?
Sure, Laos can do that.
But why not go beyond ordinary?
NOTABLE SPECIALIST MEETING & EVENT HOTELS
NORTH

Pullman Luang
Prabang

With 7 extensively equipped
rooms (max capacity 300 pax),
innovative break activities, and
the support and coaching of an
Event Manager and “A-la-carte
Coaches”.
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CENTRAL

Crowne Plaza
Vientiane

Grand Ballroom with a dedicated
pre-function area and capacity
of 1,012 guests can be divided
into 3 smaller function facilities,
in addition to the hotels other 6
individual function spaces.

SOUTH

Champasak Grand
Hotel

Situated on the Mekong, 15
minutes from Pakse Airport,
hosting up to 2,000 guests in
its well-equipped 1,800sqm
convention hall, plus 6 other
function spaces of 20 to 400 pax
capacity.

POP-UP GROUP FUN

TRANSPORT

Team-building tasks and incentive fun are Laos’s forte.
Try zip-lining to highlight trust and courage, kayaking for
partnership, or handicraft-making to bring out the creative
in the accounts department... An Amazing Race in tuktuks,
anyone? Unforgettable cameraderie and life lessons. And
then it’s time to party.

Laos comes into its own for incentives and team-building
groups of 30 to 50 people maximum. The country simply
does not have the large luxury vehicles for high-class
groups bigger than that.

Despite its composed, understated exterior, Laos is
the country of pop-up parties par excellence. Even the
smallest town, well off the map, seems to have a stash of
tents and tables and a PA system ready for an event in
the unlikeliest of places. The sky – and open air and great
green countryside and meandering Mekong – is your limit.
A golden Mekong beach at sunset? Under a great big
protective banyan tree? On a boat. In a cave… Or simply
within the charming grounds of stylish boutique hotels
that marry modern 5-star service with age-old tradition.
Think surprise gourmet picnics on islands accessed by
kayak... Dinner drinks delivered by elephant... Sundowners
in hot air balloons... Or provide all the old-fashioned fun
of the fair with the colourful balloon-popping games so
beloved at every local Lao festival.

Minibusses (typically 6-passenger Suzuki APV,
12-passenger Hyundai Starex or 15-passenger Toyota HiAce), sedan cars, SUVs and pickups are easily available for
rental. The style of busses for medium and large groups is
more limited. Though the condition is generally clean and
safe, and all are likely to have aircon, they are generally
older-style models. What is billed as VIP style – or even
VVIP – in Laos, might be considered average elsewhere.
For the innovative, getting around can be part of the
attraction. How about hot air balloons, a fleet of the
colourful, iconic tuktuks or old-fashioned bicycles with
baskets? Or unforgettable team-building adventures by
kayak or zipline.?
Need a quiet place where a management team can don
their thinking caps? Where better than a boat on the
Mekong or Nam Ngum, the inland “sea”?

www.tourismlaos.org
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4. SPECIAL
INTERESTS
ECLECTIC ASIA

“ Amid the bloated developments of its neighbours, Laos brings together
the best of Southeast Asia...
Travellers rave about Laos for a reason.
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”

“ Adventure seekers can lose themselves in underground river caves, on jungle
ziplines or while climbing karsts. Nature enthusiasts can take a walk on the wild
side and spot exotic animals such as gibbons or elephants. Culture lovers can
explore ancient temples and immerse themselves in Lao spiritual life. Foodies
can spice up their lives with a Lao cooking class or go gourmand in the Frenchaccented cities. And if all this sounds a little too strenuous, then unwind with a spa
session or yoga class. Laos has something for everyone.

” – Lonely Planet

Sports & Hobbies

GETTING ACTIVE IN LAOS’S GREAT OUTDOORS

Laos is the least populated
and industrialized country in
SE Asia. That means plenty
of place to play.

CYCLING & MOTORCYCLING
Two-wheeled transport and recreation is a natural fit for
Laos - it’s how the bulk of the population still gets around.
The movie ‘Blood Road’ has brought the Ho Chi Minh
Trail and cycling in Laos to the international cycling
community’s attention. While Thai riders are noticing the
clean air and quiet roads just across their border.
Loops in the south and centre of the country are well
marked for beginner motorcyclists, while advanced
motorcyclists can rent off-road bikes and experienced
guides to explore wild backcountry.

TREKKING, CLIMBING &
RUNNING

From tough jungle treks to mild meanders, there is not a
corner of Laos that is not good for all activities on foot.
Luang Namtha, in the north, the original trekking hub,
still offers multi-day guided trips through the Nam Ha
National Protected Area (NPA). The Cloud Forest Climb
in Nam Et-Phou Louey NPA is another excellent option.
Green Climbers Home in Central Laos is considered one
of the best bolted climbing areas in the world.
A trail running series in Vang Vieng launches in 2018, with
half marathons taking place annually in Luang Prabang and
Vientiane.

GOLF

KAYAKING & TUBING

Laos boasts a number of popular par-72 courses
nonetheless. Vientiane’s Long Vieng and Lakeview courses
(both 27 holes) and Luang Prabang Golf Club (18 holes)
receive the most glowing TripAdvisor reviews, with other
courses in Vientiane also receiving praise.

Vang Vieng’s tubing is legendary (and now regulated for
better safety), but with every province criss-crossed by
rivers, there are paddling options aplenty. Kayak tours are
primarily aimed at novices, with open, sit-on-top boats
the norm. Experienced kayakers travelling with their own
playboats will find enough whitewater to keep them
interested – some of it in dramatic underground caves!
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GREAT LOOPS ON TWO WHEELS
NORTH

Luang Namtha

An easy 30 km cycling around
the town through stunning
landscapes. Visit ethnic minority
villages and learn about
handicraft manufacturing,
silk production, Lao alcohol
distillation and Lanten paper
making.

CENTRAL

Khammouane &
Bolikhamxay

This 450km route through
a stunning limestone karst
landscape of >30 scenic and
cultural attractions usually takes
4-6 days to complete. Highlight is
Kong Lor, the 7km underground
river and cave system traversed
by local long-tail boats.
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SOUTH

Bolaven Plateau

Waterfalls, coffee and ancient
sites on a cool-weather plateau.
This winning combination can be
explored via 2 routes - a 200km
loop that usually takes 3 days, or
the extended 320km option that
takes in more remote sites.
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Culture & Heritage

IT’S THE PEOPLE OF LAOS THAT ARE THE TRUE DRAWCARD

Laos is one of the most
ethnically diverse countries in
the region

ARTISANS ARE THE HEART OF LAOS
WEAVING & STITCHING

Living silk & cotton
traditions

Almost every Lao ethnic
group has its own silkor cotton-production
traditions & techniques
reaching back into the
distant past.
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BASKETWARE

METALWORK

Bamboo for form &
function

The ancient royal
arts

The sustainable, renewable
resource has long been used
for every sort of cooking &
carrying, with intriguing
nuances in pattern varying
from region to region.

Recent archaological
finds are proof of Laos’s
thousands-year-old
traditions of silver, gold
and copper mining, casting
and hand-engraving
traditions & skills.

BUDDHIST BELIEF

HISTORY – ANCIENT &
RECENT

“It is Buddhism that gives Luang Prabang so much of its
character. Monks wander the streets like schoolboys, and
monasteries are packed in more tightly than pubs in an
Irish village. Up and down the lanes of the town, temples
are moored like galleons in compounds of ancient bodhi
trees and potted azaleas, their walls dark as tar, their
spectacular roofs in full sail, their crews of saffron- robed
monks perched round the railed decks, awaiting orders
aloft,” Conde Nast Traveller’s writer noted.

Laos’s unique history is emerging every day. From
thousands-year-old copper drums and skeletons still
being unearthed, to modern methods of research that
cast new light on existing finds, the country is becoming
the buzzing epicentre of SE Asian archaeological research.

Theravada Buddhist practices are still alive and well and
informing daily life across Laos, despite waning in the
neighbouring countries. Religious and sacred sites at
which visitors can pray, worship or meditate abound –
the bulk of them quiet and uncrowded. While Buddhist
or animist festivals occur nearly monthly, with tourists
welcomed as participants.

From ancient Stonehenge-style Hintang Standing Stones
in the NE, to the hundreds of massive rock vessels
scattered across the Plain of Jars in the central regions,
to multiple stashes of massive Buddha-statue collections
in caves, to the Khmer temple complex of Wat Phou in
the south, the archeology enthusiast is spoiled for choice.
More recent history, particularly that of the Vietnam-era
war which saw Laos becoming the most bombed nation
on earth still lives on in the form of war remnants and
compelling stories, with the Vieng Xay Cave complex in
the far north-east, en route to Hanoi, a notable though
underutilized tourism destination.
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5. SUSTAINABLE
& RESPONSIBLE
TOURISM
50 SHADES OF GREEN

“ It’s not just the luscious landscapes that are green: when it comes to
ecotourism, Laos is leading the way in Southeast Asia. ” – Lonely Planet
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“ With its dark and brooding jungle, glowing emerald rice fields, and the

glistening tea leaves that blanket the mountains, the landscape in Laos
changes shades of green like a chameleon... Protected areas predominate in
remote areas of the country, and community-based trekking combines these
spectacular natural attractions with the chance to experience the ‘real Laos’
with a village homestay.
– Lonely Planet

”

Environment & wildlife
TOURISM FOR GOOD

CAPTIVE ANIMAL CARE
In the reality of a less-than-ideal world, in which not all
wild animals can roam free, tourism can play a role for
both good and bad in the well-being of captive animals.

PROTECTING WILDLIFE &
WILD PLACES

Laos lies within one of the world’s most important areas
for biodiversity, the Greater Northern Annamites, which
has the highest concentration of endemic species for a
continental area in the world and is ranked as one of the
world’s 200 most important bioregions. The country is
home to unique wild habitats and endemic species but
also must support the livelihoods of its 7 million people.
Tourism plays a key role in this by providing alternative
livelihoods for people who would otherwise be harvesting
wildlife for sustenance and trade, or eradicating forest to
make way for agriculture.
The plethora of eco-tourism projects across the country
has provided opportunities for former hunters and
poachers to become trekking, mountain biking and ziplining guides in the forests they know so well, while many
fishermen are now employed as boat guides, while their
families earn income through food preparation, cleaning
and homestays.
Additionally, in places like Nam Et-Phou Louey National
Protected Area in the north of Laos, communities are
directly incentivized not to hunt in key areas by receiving
cash donations to village funds linked to every individuals
sighting of listed animals by tourists on the Nam Nern
Night Safari - a multiple Responsible Tourism awardwinning project.
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Some neighbouring countries have a reputation for
tolerating animal abuses in the name of tourism – recent
high-profile arrests in Thailand showcased a long-standing
tiger ‘sanctuary’ at a temple which was very popular with
international tourists wanting to pet and touch these
animals.
Laos’s leading tourism operators all promote the humane
treatment of animals in captivity, understanding that many
can not be returned to the wild, and that tourism funds
their keep.
For example, the people of Laos have been living
and working with elephants for centuries. Many
communities are still generating income from elephantrelated activities. Some, but not all, also use this revenue
to support the welfare of the elephants. The Elephant
Camp Animal Welfare and Sustainability Standard and
Assessment Initiative, initiated in 2017, helps elephant
camps to achieve and maintain necessary standards and
helps tour operators to select appropriate camps for
their customers to visit.
Kuang Si Waterfalls, one of the top tourist attractions in
Laos, provides an important showcase to the Free The
Bears sanctuary outside Luang Prabang, where Asian
Bears rescued from terrible conditions, usually in the bear
bile trade, are given a refuge. Tourism cash donation to
this cause and their word-of-mouth marketing of the
issues plays a key role in this charitable foundation’s
successes.

Travelife is a certification initiative based on leading
international sustainability and CSR standards and guidelines.
EXO Travel and Khiri Travel’s successful achievement in
being awarded the Travelife Certified standard for their
Laos operations showcases the Lao tourism sector’s ability
to achieve the highest standards in energy and ecosystem
conservation, water and waste management, greenhouse gas
emissions, labour practices, fair business practices and animal
welfare.
EXO Travel now inspects a wide range of hotels and rates
them on a scale of 1 – 3 for being Eco-Friendly and Socially
Aware: ‘1’ being basic, ‘3’ being the best.

LEAVING NO TRACE
non-forest-timber products, such as renewable bamboo,
silk, and even old bomb casings. One particular blight
across the SE Asian landscape is that of litter. While this
problem is far from fixed in Laos, where so much of the
population was living a rural, non-plastic life until very
recently, and where all disposal was inherently organic,
the tourism industry is a driving force in initiatives to limit
plastic and promote the use of refillable bottles. Luang
Prabang, is a key driver in this, and won the ASEAN Clean
Laos’s artisan handcrafts are generally from sustainable
Tourist City standard in 2018.
Laos provides much opportunity for the addage ‘Take
nothing but photographs, leave nothing but footprints.’
And in many cases, not even tourists’ footprints remain:
world-wowing zipline tours, such as The Gibbon
Experience in the north and Treetop Explorer in the
south of the country enable tourists to swing high above
the pristine forest canopy, to sleep in treehouses and to
hear the calls of the wild, with almost no trace.

PUTTING THE ECO IN TOURISM
ELEPHANT
CONSERVATION CENTER

Giant care

A sanctuary for >30
elephant in 530 hectares
of protected forest, the
ECC promotes the highest
levels of captive animal
care, financed almost
exclusively by ecotourism.

NAM NERN NIGHT
SAFARI

TREETOP EXPLORER

Preventing

Leaving no
footprints

Villages on the edge of
the protected area receive
direct cash benefit for
every animal sighted
by a tourist, as well as
employment as boatmen,
guides, porters and cooks.

How to show a spectacular
waterfall in pristine forest
to visitors without leaving
a trace? Take them in on
ziplines, with elevated
accommodation in the
Jungle Hotel.
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People & Prosperity

ELEVATING THE VALUE OF TRADITIONAL WAYS

ChildSafe is a global child protection
movement initiated in 2005 by
FriendsInternational that implements and
advocates for the highest standards of
protection to all children and youth.
By becoming ChildSafe certified in 2016,
EXO Travel set an example by committing
to the ChildSafe 7 standards, which 14 other
leading tour operators and DMCs in Laos now
subscribe to.
Besides implementing a Child Protection
Policy and Code of Conduct in their
daily business — protecting their clients,
employees and company — they ensure that
their services are not only child-friendly and
protective, but also answering the needs of
the community, parents, and youth. More
than 400 EXO staff have been trained and
tested. Known as ChildSafe Agents, they are
now able to identify and respond immediately
to a child in danger.

SAFEGUARDING HERITAGE
Tourism’s role in elevating the status of Lao cultural
products and artifacts not only gives local people a pride
in their uniquely-Lao products, but also provides a muchneeded financial injection into their preservation.
And it’s authentic: not for Laos the staged ethnic tourism
that takes place elsewhere. Here, people are not putting
on a cultural costume as if it’s a party outfit to be taken
off when the visitors have left.
The Traditional Arts and Ethnology Centre in Luang
Prabang, for example, has emerged as a regional leader
in cultural heritage management and community
development. TAEC is achieving significant results in
preserving the cultural diversity of Laos by showcasing
the living heritage of more than 20 different ethnic
groups to tourists at its learning centre. And at dozens
of sites across the country, such as the Buddha Caves
of Luang Prabang and Khammouane Provinces, it is the
small visitor fees to these rural attractions that help
preserve significant collections from theft by employing
local villagers as guardians.

GUARANTEEING
LIVELIHOODS

CLEARING THE HARM

“As always there is another side to the rising tourist
numbers and it is particularly evident in Luang Prabang.
Tourism brings employment and income which helps
local people maintain their way of life in their own town
without the need to drift away to jobs in Vientiane or
Thailand. It gives value, a monetary value, to the traditional
aspects of a culture that would be under threat from the
modern world, tourists or not. Many of Luang Prabang’s
traditional arts – weaving, textiles, drama, music – have
all found new life, and a new market, in the town’s eager
tourists,” says Conde Nast Traveller’s Stanley Stewart.

Laos has the dubious reputation of being the most
bombed country on earth. Between 1964 and 1973, the
US army dropped over two million tons of ordnance
on Laos, making it the most heavily bombed country
per capita in history. Of the more than 270 million submunitions, 80 million failed to explode. The nightmare
continues to this day: one person is killed or injured
almost everyday by unexploded ordinances (UXO)
in Laos. Tourists to Laos, including visiting writers and
filmmakers, were instrumental in putting presure on their
governments to fund UXO clearance.

Together with these artisanal handicrafts, rural homestays
across the country provide additional revenue for
people whose lives are otherwise dependent on meagre
sustenance agriculture, which puts food in their mouths
but can not pay for education or healthchare or some of
life’s more modern necessities.

True to their peace-loving nature, Lao people today are
turning some of that old bomb remnant into jewellery
and cutlery, as souvenirs for tourists, or using the old
fuelt tanks as boats – with the amount of war metal still
available, that is sadly still a very sustainable business.
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6. CONNECTIONS
ONE STOP FROM ALL MARKETS

A simple overnight flight from Europe? Sure. A long weekend from
Singapore? Absolutely.
In addition to the direction connections, Laos’s unique location enables
the country to benefit from the strength of regional growth.
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Neighbour Thailand has the world’s third highest tourism receipts and one of the
busiest airports in the world. Laos is just a short hop away.

Land and air transport corridors ensure that Laos links well with
neighbouring countries, and the country’s narrow, elongated shape ensures
that it is easily added to a multi-country itinerary.

Sample connections

THE WORLD TO LAOS WITH A SINGLE STOP

TO VIENTIANE
FROM

CONNECTIONS

AIRLINE

TOTAL
TIME

EXAMPLE:
DEPARTS

ARRIVES

London (LHR)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

16h20m

21:25

19:45

Amsterdam (AMS)

Bangkok (BKK)

EVA Air, Bangkok Airways

16h10m

21:40

18:50

Berlin (BER)

Moscow (SVO), Bangkok (BKK)

Aeroflot, Bangkok AIrways

15h55m

14:05

11:00

Oslo (OSL)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways, Bangkok Airways

15h45m

14:15

11:00

Copenhagen (CPH)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways, Bangkok Airways

15h35m

14:25

11:00

Brussels (BRU)

Bangkok (BKK)

Brussels Airlines, Lao Airlines

16h25m

13:30

10:55

Paris (PAR)

Bangkok (BKK)

Air France

13h55m

16:05

11:00

Frankfurt (FRA)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

15h45m

14:45

12:30

Hamburg (HAM)

Moscow (SVO), Bangkok (BKK)

Aeroflot, Bangkok AIrways

16h30m

13:30

11:00

Munich (MUC)

Vienna (VIE), Bangkok (BKK)

Austrian Airlines, Bangkok Airways

16h15m

21:35

18:50

San Francisco (SFO)

Seoul (ICN)

Korean Air

20h10m

12:45

10:55

Seattle (SEA)

Seoul (ICN)

Korean Air

18h40m

14:15

10:55

Sydney (SYD)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

12h45m

10:00

19:45

Melbourne (MEL)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

16h

23:30

12:30

Vancouver (YVR)

Seoul (ICN)

Korean Air

18h25m

14:30

22:55
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TO LUANG PRABANG
FROM

CONNECTIONS

AIRLINE

TOTAL TIME

EXAMPLE:
DEPARTS

ARRIVES

London (LHR)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

15h50m

12:30

10:20

Amsterdam (AMS)

Bangkok (BKK)

EVA Air, Bangkok Airways

14h20m

21:40

16:50

Berlin (BER)

Vienna (VIE), Bangkok (BKK)

Austrian Airlines, Thai Airways

16h35m

12:45

10:20

Oslo (OSL)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

15h05m

14:15

10:20

Copenhagen (CPH)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

14h55m

14:55

10:20

Brussels (BRU)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

15h50m

13:30

10:20

Paris (PAR)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

15h40m

13:40

10:20

Frankfurt (FRA)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

14h35m

14:45

10:20

Hamburg (HAM)

Munich (MUC), Bangkok
(BKK)

Thai Airways

17h15m

12:05

10:20

Munich (MUC)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

14h55m

14:25

10:20

San Francisco (SFO)

Taipei (TPE), Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

22h15m

1:40

13:55

Sydney (SYD)

Bangkok (BKK)

Emirates

19h45m

19:20

12:05

Melbourne (MEL)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

13h50

23:30

10:20

Vancouver (YVR)

Taipei (TPE), Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

21h55m

2:00

1:55
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VIENTIANE ONE STOP
FROM

CONNECTION

AIRLINES

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Hong Kong (HKG)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

25

4

Ho Chi Minh (SGN)

Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

36

7

Kuala Lumpur (KUL)

Bangkok (DMK)

AirAsia

14

7

Siem Reap (REP)

Phnom Penh (PNH)

Cambodia Angkor Air

7

7

Singapore (SIN)

Bangkok (BKK)

Silk Air

16

4

Singapore Airlines

16

4

Shanghai (PVG)

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

25

7

Beijing (PEK)

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

35

7

Tokyo (HND)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

7

7

Taipei (TPE)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

7

7

Guangzhou (CAN)

Kunming (KMG)

China Southern

34

7

Classic north-north
connections include
those between
Thailand’s Chiang Mai,
Laos’s Luang Prabang
and Vietnam’s Hanoi.

LUANG PRABANG ONE STOP
FROM

CONNECTION

AIRLINES

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Phnom Penh (PNH)

Siem Reap (REP)

Cambodia Angkor Air

10

5

Ho Chi Minh (SGN)

Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

25

6

Kuala Lumpur (KUL)

Bangkok (DMK)

AirAsia

28

7

Seoul (ICN)

Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

2

2

Seoul (ICN)

Vientiane (VTE)

Lao Airlines

5

5

Busan (PUS)

Bangkok (BKK)

Thai Airways

7

7

Shanghai (PVG)

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

9

4

Shanghai (PVG)

Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

6

6

Beijing (PEK)

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

26

7

Guangzhou (CAN)

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

28

7

Tokyo (HND)

Bangkok (BKK)

Japan Airlines

49

7

Taipei (TPE)

Hanoi (HAN)

Vietnam Airlines

6

6

And southern
connections, such as
Bangkok, Southern
Laos, and Siem Reap
offer outstanding
short-break options
for regional city
dwellers.
Angkor Wat and a
Mekong Cruise for a
long weekend? Sure.

DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
FROM

TO

AIRLINE

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Vientiane (VTE)

Luang Prabang (LPQ)

Lao Airlines

24

7

Lao Skyway

11

7

Vientiane (VTE)

Houesay (HOE)

Lao Skyway

10

7

Vientiane (VTE)

Luang Namtha (LXG)

Lao Airlines

7

7

Lao Skyway

7

7

Vientiane (VTE)

Phongsaly (PCQ)

Lao Skyway

4

4

Vientiane (VTE)

Houaphan (NEU)

Lao Skyway

6

6

Vientiane (VTE)

Oudomxay (ODY)

Lao Airlines

7

7

Vientiane (VTE)

Pakse (PKZ)

Lao Airlines

18

7

Lao Skyway

6

6

Vientiane (VTE)

Savannakhet (ZVK)

Lao Airlines

7

7

Vientiane (VTE)

Xieng Khouang (XKH)

Lao Airlines

7

7

Luang Prabang

Xieng Khouang (XKH)

Lao Skyway

3

3

Luang Prabang

Pakse

Lao Skyway

4

4
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Regional Air Connections
...TO THE HEART OF SE ASIA

VIENTIANE DIRECT

LUANG PRABANG DIRECT

FROM

AIRLINE

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Bangkok (BKK)

Lao Airlines

14

7

Bangkok Airways

14

7

Thai Smile

14

7

Thai AirAsia

7

7

THAI

14

7

FROM

AIRLINE

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Bangkok (BKK)

Lao Airlines

4

4

Bangkok Airways

14

7

Bangkok (DMK)

Thai AirAsia

7

7

Chiang Mai (CNX)

Lao Airlines

4

4

Siem Reap (REP)

Cambodia
Angkor Air

5

5

Vietnam Airlines

5

5

Lao Airlines

14

7

Hanoi (HAN)

Chiang Mai (CNX)

Lao Airlines

4

4

Vietnam Airlines

10

5

Phnom Penh (PNH)

Lao Airlines

7

7

Vietnam Airlines

7

7

Singapore (SIN)

Singapore
Airlines

2

2

Hanoi (HAN)

Lao Airlines

14

7

Kunming (KMG)

China Eastern

4

4

Vietnam Airlines

9

7

Kuala Lumpur (KUL)

Air Asia

4

4

Seoul (ICN)

Lao Airlines

5

5

T’Way Air

7

7

Busan (PUS)
Kunming (KMG)
Guangzhou (CAN)

Jin Air

7

7

Lao Airlines

3

3

Air Busan

6

6

China Eastern

12

7

Lao Airlines

7

7

Lao Airlines

3

3

PAKSE DIRECT

FROM

AIRLINE

FLIGHTS/
WEEK

DAYS/
WEEK

Bangkok (BKK)

Lao Airlines

4

4

Ho Chi Minh (SGN)

Lao Airlines

3

3

Siem Reap (REP

Lao Airlines

5

5
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Regional Land & River Connections
LANDLINKED NOT LANDLOCKED
FROM

TO

Vientiane

Bangkok

TRANSPORT

DURATION

DAYS/
WEEK

Sleeper coach

14 hours

7

Train

14 hours

7

Luang Prabang

Hanoi

Sleepr coach

24 hours

7

Pakse

Siem Reap

Van

11 hours

7

Luang Prabang

Chiang Kong

Cruise Boat

2 days

4

THE LAO ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (LATA) is an independent, voluntary,
private sector representative association. Its members are travel agents and tour operators in Lao
PDR. http://www.latalaos.com/
LUANG PRABANG TRAVEL AGENT ASSOCIATION (LUTA) is the representative for the
tourism bureau of Luang Prabang and governmental authorities. See http://luta-laos.com/

LAO INBOUND OPERATORS

Arasa Tour Laos: http://www.arasa-tour-laos.com
Dokkham Travel Co. Ltd: http://www.dokkhamtravel.com
Green Discovery Laos: https://www.greendiscoverylaos.com/
Happy Smile Tour: http://www.happylaos.com/
Inter Lao Tourism: http://www.interlao.com/
Jumping Tour: http://jumping-lao.com/
Laos Challenger Tour: http://laoschallengertour.com
Laos Tourist: http://www.laostourism.org
Mekong Lao Travel: http://www.mekonglaotravel.com

REGIONAL DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANIES WITH
LAOS OFFICES
Asian Trails: https://www.asiantrails.travel/laos/
Destination Asia: http://www.destination-asia.com/laos/
Diethelm Travel: https://www.diethelmtravel.com/laos/
eAsia Travel: http://www.easia-travel.com
EXO: https://www.exotravel.com/tours/laos/
Indochina Tours: https://www.indochinatour.com/laos/
Khiri Travel: https://khiri.com/laos/
Nakarath: https://www.nakarathtravel.com/
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PHOTOS ABOVE: Real photos by real people. What do tourists and their friends love most about Laos? The top posts on Instagram
reveal the experiential Laos, far from the madding crowds. It’s simply beautiful in the quiet heart of SE Asia.

